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Abstract 

"Backdriving a Full-Motion Sirnulator Using Flight Recorder Data", written for a Master 

of Applied Science degree in the year 2000 by Jennifer K. O'Neill at the University of 

Toronto Institute for Aerospace Studies 

This report shows the process and describes the programs necessary to play back an 

incident in a full motion helicopter simulator based only on flight recorder data. This 

removes the dependence on programmed flight equations, thus eliminating modelling 

errors in exheme conditions or manoeuvers. The process involved also determines 

aircraft states which were not recorded on the flight recorder. The resulting simulator 

flight shows a good correlation with the original flight, with some expected deviations 

in position and accelerations due to the lirnited available information. 
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1 Introduction 

For many years the iwtailation of flight data recorders, or colloquially "black boxes". in 

aircraft has been standard and required by Iaw for al1 but a few small vehicles. In 

addition to their well-known ability to assist in accident investigation, they are also often 

used for training and maintenance applications[9]. 

Presently in Canada, the task of reading data from the recorders falls to the Flight 

Research Laboratory of the National Research Council (NRC) and the Transportation 

Safety Board of Canada P B )  in Ottawa. Usually the data is presented to the 

investigators on computer moniton or through paper plotting media. Video screens 

c m  portray an instrument panel that updates in real time and is viewed by pilots for 

assessment[2]. Representations of the flight path of the aircraft can also be shown. 

Often, the data fiom the FDR is manipulated using the aircraft flight equations and 

unknown aircraft states are adjusted until a theoretical cause for the accident is 

determined [4]. Large amounts of information c m  be organised into tables and graphs 

on paper printouts to aid the accident investigators. 

"Unfortunately, for many investigations, thousands of measurements must be 
scanned and numerous time history plots must be produced with different 
combinations of parameten and a range of time scales to illustrate various levels 
of detail. It becomes very difficult to assimilate al1 this information in a 
meanhgful way." [3, p2] 

For those instances where non-specialists must view the information, computer 

animation of the incident may be created with realistic detail[4]. This however. requires 

months of effort and resources. 

Flight simulators have also been used in documented accident investigation for a few 

purposes. Their programming can be used as a method of determining the aircraft 

properties, such as lift or drag coefficients, by operating the simulator with known 

inputs and analysing the response [7]. This alleviates the need for finding such 



information in documentation. However, this does require having access to a simulator 

that is prograrnmed to mirnic the aircraft in question. The simulators are also flown in a 

manner termed "pilot-in-the-loop" whereby the pilot is given a set of initial conditions 

and attempts to fly such that the original Bight path is mirnicked. This method is often 

described as time-consuming, and of limited use, except for a psychological or 

physiological shidy of human behavioua [7,10]. Off-line, or non-piloted, non-real-time 

flights have also been run, using the aircraft models encoded in the simulator and 

running different failure scenarios to find the most probable reason for the incident 

[5,10]. In previous literature regarding flight reconstruction the simulator was driven 

with the aircraft-specific flight equations engaged. However, many incidents occur 

outside the normal flying envelope of the aircraft, where the flight models break down. 

Also, changes to aircraft properties due to ice or damage cannot be modelled this way 

[4]. Hence, these flight equations become invalid. 

Although, from anecdotal evidence, it seems that a direct backdrive of a full-motion 

simulator using the data from an FDR may have been done, it has not been documented. 

The purpose of the following experiments is to prove the concept of simulator operation 

based on continuous position, velocity, and acceleration information provided by a 

flight recorder. This would bypass the problems inherent in using the flight equations, 

and offer an easier way to assimilate the large amount of information than through 

screens and printouts. Also, with the dependence on the flight equations removed, the 

type of aircraft being played back is less restricted; the one large constraint being 

hardware availability. It would be simple enough to show incidents from several types 

of helicopters in the same simulator, w h i h  was not prograrnmed for those models. 

Viewing the Bight while in the cockpit of a full-motion simulator would be beneficial to 

both accident investiga tors and trainers. 

7 Project Scope 

The purpose of the following experiments is to cause a simulator to follow an actual 

flight as accurately as possible based only on data obtained from a black box, 



independent of the simulator's programmed flight equations. This first stage of the 

project will focus on proving the concept using in-house resources. 

The six-degtee-of-freedom, full motion simulator that is in place at the Flight Simulation 

Laboratory at the University of Toronto Institute for Aerospace Studies (UTIAS) is 

presently programmed to mimic both the Sea King and Bell 205 helicopters (Figure 1). 

The hydraulic motion system couples with the fibre-optic helmet mounted display and 

in-cockpit sound system to offer a realistic look and feel of an actual flight. The visual 

systems are updated at sixty times a second and are used along with a computer- 

generated instrument panel on a 19-inch colour monitor (Figure 2), which is updated at 

thirty times a second, to offer the eye a seamless and jerk-free environment. The helmet- 

mounted system provides an unlimited field of regard and an instantaneous field-of- 

view of 71" horizontal and 34.5O vertical. Both interior and exterior views are available 

in the helmet-mounted optics; the exterior views show the pilot only the landscape that 

can be seen through the windows. Pilot controls include collective, longitudinal and 

lateral cyclic; the centre cyclic stick contains a four-way thumb switch and Mm release 

button for trim settings. These controls may be used in one of four programmed modes: 

Rate Damping, Rate Command/Attitude Hold, Attitude Command/Attitude Hold, and 

Translational Rate Command. For more information on the hardware and software 

available at UTIAS? see References 6 and 11. 

The simulator already contains a "playback" feature in order to replay a previous 

sirnulator flight. This feature takes the recorded control inputs and runs hem through 

the flight equations to update the sirnulator visual systems and motion. It does not, 

however, operate the flight controls. The simulator programming must be modified in 

order to bypass the flight equations and accept flight recorder data directly. This data . 

must be as perfect as possible to give an accurate representation of the flight, and to 

eliminate the chance of damaging the motion system of the simulator. Dficulties may 

occur in this quest due to any number of sarnpling, recording, reading, and 

manipulating errors in the data. 



Because of the infinite variations associated with operathg a simulator using black box 

data, which includes the number of variables saved by the FDR (e.g. type of variables 

saved, sarnpling rate, and noise level), only a sample set of conditions will be ülustrated 

in this stage of the project. The expenmental parameters are chosen based on current 

information on FDR regulations. 

The regulations outlined in the document "Minimum Operational Performance 

Specification for Flight Data Recorder Systems" (ED-55) published in May 1990 [8] were 

used to determine the applicable expectations for the available data. Many of the older 

FDRs record only a few variables, and would not be appropriate for this treatrnent. 

The project is broken into two phases: first, manipulation of the data, and second, 

reprogramming the simulator to accept data directly. For safety and ease of 

interpretation of the results, al1 experiments wiIl be done in stages with increasingly less 

information until the minimum regulations for that aircraft are met, and the resulting 

simulator flight is deemed satisfactory. 

The senes of experiments assume a worst case çcenario for an accident reconstruction 

based on a regulation black box: there is no other information available. For most 

analyses several types of information are available, including position of crash site, 

radar positions, etc. The present experiments will work with a starting position and 

black box data only. 



FIGURE 1: Flight Simulator at UTIAS 



FIGURE 2: Cockpit of Flight Sirnulator (Helmet Mounted Display not shown) 



2 Proposal for Adjustment 

The full-motion simulator in place at the Flight Simulation Laboratory at UTIAÇ requires 

information updates at sixty tirnes per second for smooth, accurate operation. Of course, 

those variables which are recorded in an FDR are insufficient to mn the simulator; there 

are neither enough parameters recorded nor are they recorded at the necessary rate. The 

challenge in this project is to take the data set that would be available in an FDR and 

interpolate enough information to run the simulator, then reprogram the simulator to 

run from flight recorder data only, bypassing the flight equations. 

First, the minimum number of variables needed to run the sirnulator was deterrnined. 

Table 1, which follows, lists these variables in the colurnn "Simulator Parameter". As a 

basis for al1 experiments, a test flight was Bown in the sirnulator (herein termed "the 

original flight"), and these variables were saved in a data file. Both the translational and 

rotational positions are required for the visual system, the accelerations and velocities 

are needed for the motion system, the controls positions are needed to backdnve the 

cyclic in the simulator. The engine and rotor states, as well as some of the previously 

mentioned variables, are used to update the instrument panel. The following table also 

lists the variables that are available in a large helicopter flight recorder, and at what rate 

they are sampled. 



1 Roi1 1 PHI 1 Roll 12 1 

Sampling Rate (Hz) Large Helicopter FDR Aircraft S tate 

Pi tch 

Simulator 

Parameter 

THETA Pitch 

1 Altitude 
l 1 

1 ALT 1 Pressure Altitude 1 

4 

Yaw 

I I I 
Altitude Rate ! ALTD 

PSI 

I I 1 

North Position 1 SX 1 1 

Heading 

Rotor Speed RFPM 

East Position 
I 

SY 

Longitudinal 

1 Yaw Rate I R  1 Yes I 1 

Yes 

Acceleration 

La teral Accelera tion 

Normal Acceleration 

Roll Rate 

Pitch Rate 

2 1 
I 

AX Yes 

I 

AY 

AZ 

P 

Roll Acceleration 

Yes 

Yes 

PD 
L 

Pi tch acceleration 

1 1 1 

True Airspeed 1 TAS 1 Indicated Ainpeed ( 1 

QD 

Yaw Acceleration 

1 Forward Velocity 1 U I I I 

1 I I 

RD 

Indica ted 

Groundsgeed 

Lateral Veldty 

Inertiai Heîght: 

Earth Axis 

V 

HCG 

Engine RPM 

Engine Torque 

I I t I i 

' for dispIay system (instrument panel) oniy 

control inputs 

TABLE 1: SIMULATOR VS FDR VAKIABLE SE?S 

ERPM* 

TORQENG* 

Yes 

- - - 

Yes 

Yes 

most at 2 

1 

1 



To better understand the results of the following experiments, a description of the 

original flight follows. The flight used an existing visual database of the NRC pilot 

testing grounds in Ottawa, and a standard quickstop manoeuvre was performed. The 

helicopter rose about seven metres from the ground, and accelerated due east over 

marker pylons followed by a rapid deceleration to corne to a stop over the designated 

area. Figure 3 is a graphical representation of the marker pylons along the ground. 

c + 
DIRECTION OF FLIGHT 

+ 

4- 
FIGURE 3: Quickstop Marker Pylons 

A quick glance at the recorded data from this flight shows both rapidly and slowly 

changing variables. Both types must be accurately reconstmcted during these 

experiments. Figure 4 shows the position and acceleration data plotted against a tirne 

index. 

The visual system of the simulator employs previously prograrnmed databases, 

therefore any flights that require specialised views must be over terrain that has already 

been modelled. For instance, if the incident occurred at a specific airport and the 

placement of the buildings or natural land formations is important in the reconstruction 

efforts, then a visual database with this information must be programmed into the 

simulator. Crashes in the woods over level terrain may only require generic landscapes 

that are already in place. Visibility should also be taken into account when assessing the 

visual progamming. 



Figure 4a: Original Simulator Flight 



- 
m 

Figure 4-b: Original Simulator Flight 



Figure 41: Original Simulator Flight 



The instrument display is also computer generated, and thus if accurate placement of 

the instruments and shape of panel is needed, this must also have ben previously 

modelled. The following experirnents will assume these conditions have been satisfied. 

This flight is not indicative of al1 flights that required reading a black box. However, 

due to the large number of variations of this problem, it is impossible to create a general 

testing procedure. This flight will only be used to prove the concept; the applicability of 

the method must be proven on a case by case basis. 



3 Phase I - Manipulation of Data 

3.7 Determinhg Needed Variables 

The data that is available, even €rom the new higher capacity FDRs, is not complete 

enough to run the simulator directiy. As is shown in Table 2, even large helicopier black 

boxes only record a few variables at relatively low sampling rates 

State 

Roll 

Pi tch 

Yaw 

Altitude 

Rotor Speed 

Longitudinal 

Accelera tion 

Lateral 

Accelera tion 

Normal 

Accelera tion 

Yaw Rate 

Tme Airspeed 

Engine RPM 

Engine Torque 

LH=Large Helicopti 

SH 1 Sampling Rate (HZ) ' 

I 1 

plane, SA=Small Airplane, SH=Small Helicopter 

TABLE 2 FDR VARIABLE SET 



Also, during recording, noise may creep into the signal or the recorder could have 

mechanical troub!e, or other problems could anse that distort the description of the mie  

state of the aircraft. The case of a few random large jumps in a single variable 

("outliers"), or a few points of missing data ("dropouts") will be dealt with in the next 

section "Graphical Data Manipulation". However, recording/ reading noise, instrument 

bias, scale factor, instrument offset, and determining those parameten which are not 

recorded at al1 (i.e. angular accelerations) can be dealt with using a cornputer program 

created by Ralph E. Bach Ir. of NASA's Ames Rescarch Center. 

3.1 .1 SMACK description 

SMACK (Smoothing for AirCraft Kinernatics) [Il is a program designed to estimate state 

variables from the kinematic equations of motion. Its original purpose was to give a 

complete and accurate set of state variables from the large amount of data collected from 

a flight test in order to give a kinematic description of a new aircraft. The program was 

created because some variables cannot be diredy measured, and the recorded data 

could be noisy. 

Because it is based solely on the kinernatic equations, the results are independent of 

aircraft type, and ideal for the general situation that the following experiments are 

attempting to descnbe. SMACK uses a least-squares error technique to fit a consistent 

sol ution to the given data. Figure 5 diagrams the relationship between SMACK state 

variables. Refer to the SMACK User Manual Chapter III (11 for descriptions of the 

variables, forcing functions, and manipulation matrices. Intemally, SMACK can 

determine bias errors and account for several instrument offsets (Le. acceierometers or 

the pitot-static system) as well as take into account signai noise if given a one-sigma 

estimate of its distribution. However, because it deals with the standard kinernatic 

equations only, any aircraft specific variables will have to be manipulated beforehand to 

get a result in one or more variables of the standard state variable set. Also, because 

flight test scenarios have a lot of data sources, SMACK was created to find the best result 

through cornparison of many variables. The following experiments, however, are 



attempting to use oniy a few variables to determine the rest. The results will be affect& 

by the limited information. For missing data, SMACK will assume a curve that best 

matches the behaviour of the rest of the system. Where related variables are given, bis 

fit can be very accurate (i.e., given acceleration, find position), but in some cases no data 

is available for that variable. In those cases, the resuk that SMACK gives can be wildly 

inaccurate and care must be given in determining which of the output States are reliable. 

If only translational variables are given, and SMACK is asked to estimate rotational 

variables, the results will be unusable. The program can also determine instrument 

offsets and wind estimates. These features were not used during the following 

experiments and should be verified before accepting SMACK's results. Dunng the 

original flight, the wind production portion of the program was removed, and therefore 

the reconstruction process was simplified. In an actual case winds may not be negligible 

and after testing the wind estimation mode1 in SMACK with FDR information, the effect 

of wind on the final results will have to be taken into consideration. It should be noted 

that there will often be wind reports available to accident investigators to help in this 

endeavour. 

Specifically for these experirnents, determining the accuracy of the results was achieved 

directly by comparing them to the original flight path graphs. However, along with the 

state variables, ÇMACK also creates an output file (SMOUT) which describes how well 

the final results fit together kinematically, and this can be used as a measure of error 

when the actual flight path is not available for cornparison. Convergence indicators and 

sta tistical analysis follow after the heading "Problem Solution" in SMOUT; further 

description of these features is included in Appendix C of the SMACK User Manual (11. 

SMACK accepts as input a time-indexed data file containing al1 the state variables which 

are available, the one-sigma values for the statistical noise distribution for each variable, 

and a flag file which contains a flag for each data point, either a 1 to indicate that the 

point is valid or a O to tell SMACK to ignore it. SMACK also contains a subroutine 



Figure 5: SMACK Variable Interaction [reference 1, Ch III, Figure 3.11 



that is the "equivalent to two nth order Butterworth filters in cascade, each with equal 

bandwidth and equal but opposite phase shift at al1 frequencies. Hence, the filter 

response is 3*n dB down at the cut-off frequency, rolls off at 12*n dB/octave, and 

exhibits no phase shift."[l, Appendix E of SMACK User Manual] This filter is applied to 

the incoming data with the user specified cut-off frequency. SMACKts output file 

contains a kinematically consistent data set at a specified sampling rate. 

Appendix B gives more detail about UTIAS computer-specific comrnands. Outlined in 

this appendix are explanations about using the compter programs, as well as a listing 

and description of available files. 

To test the new program installation, al1 variables that were saved during the simulator 

flight (see Table 1, above) were used to assess the accuracy of SMACK's output. SMACK 

then ran a kinematic analysis on the data to amve at a mode1 for all state variables; the 

results were compared to the original simulation data provided. 

The test was deemed a complete success, as SMACK gave accurate results for al1 state 

variables; the input and output data were identical on the ensuing graphs. 

3.1.2 Using FDR Variables 

The regulations on FDR specifications (i.e. materials, testing, function, and variables 

recorded) for new aircraft are found in the EUROCAE-55 document released in 1990[8]. 

From this document, new tests were desiped to simulate the data taken from an actuai 

flight data recorder, by using only those variables from the original data that would be 

recorded in the aircraft FDR being studied. Table 2, above, shows the state variable 

specifications for each type of aircraft; see Appendix C for complete variable lists from 

Reference 7. 



The large helicopter FDR records the most state variables out of ail the aircraft types. 

Please refer to Table 1 again for the available parameters compared to those needed for 

the simulator. For the first test the sampling rates were left at sixty hertz. Figure 6 

illustrates the results in the format that will be used for dl tests. The grey solid lines 

represent the original simulator flight, first s h o w  in Figure 4, to use in cornparison to 

the black solid line output from SMACK. Not al1 variables were supplied to SMACK for 

al1 tests. For the large helicopter tests, these unavailable variables were north and east 

positions, ail translational velocities, pitch and roll rates, and al1 angular accelerations. 

The output is good, with the expected outcome of very slightly lower peaks in the 

angular rates and accelerations, since these variables were not provided and had to be 

derived from the Euler angles. The most obvious erroneous result is shown on the first 

plot of 6-a, no& position. It must be no ted that due to the scale of the plot, the error 

might seem disproportionately large. The SMACK result is oniy off by a few inches! 

SMACK was only given acceleration to detemine this variable, and the results were not 

unexpected. 

There was an additional test completed using oniy the active twenty seconds (from 15 to 

35 seconds) of the flight that illustrated a potential problem when actual FDR data is 

reconstructed. Because velocity information is not available through the FDR, SMACK 

assumes this to be zero for an initial integration. If this is the case (which is likely in 

many situations), the limited amount of related information is not enough to remedy the 

incorrect assumption completely. With initial position or velocity data to compare to, 

this error is mitigated, but typical FDRs do not record this information. Inaccurate 

position results can greatly hamper investigation efforts as the aircraft may appear to be 

missing a ninway or flying into a hi11 for example! 

Therefore, initial approximations of velocity and/or position should be attempted when 

modelling this type of probiem, and any other known positions (i.e. crash site) should be 

used to obtain more accurate data frorn SMACK 



Figure 6-a: Large Helicopter Data 



nc: 

Figure 6-b: Large Helicopter Data 



Figure 6-c: Large Helicopter Data 



According to regdations for large airplanes, the variables recorded are the same as the 

helicopter, with the exception of the yaw rate. Consequently, the errors in the large 

helicopter results are magnified. This is to be expected with the lack of information on 

this state. When run through the flight simulator, the flight will necessarily be 

inaccurate in the yaw determination, but this may not hamper the investigation. 

A test was attempted to simulate the state estimation based on data available in srna11 

vehicles (see Table 2). Unfortunately, due to the lack of lateral information, SMACK was 

unable to deterrnine the state of the aircraft with reasonable accuracy. During some 

accident investigations, the sideslip and angular acceleration are assumed zero, but since 

this was not the case in the initial simulator flight, these asçumptions led to incorrect 

state estimation by SMACK. The resulting analysis from this program may be of help to 

investigators in certain specific instances, but cannot be recommended generally. 

Therefore al1 further tests to demonstrate the ability of the simulator to recreate a fiight 

will focus on large helicopter data only. Large airplane results can be inferred, as was 

shown in the previous paragraphs. Also, due to the simulator equipment available at 

UTIAS, which is programmed to mimic a Bell 205 helicopter, reconstruction experiments 

based on a helicopter flight give the only results that can be accepted as accurate. Since 

the original simulator flight which al1 expenments are based on, was flown with 

helicopter flight equations, it is difficult to assume with any certainty that cutting the 

available data to that which is available in airplanes will give a Iegitimate result for 

actual airplane reconstructions. 

3.1.3 Correct Sampling Rates 

To more accurately mode1 a SMACK run based on FDR data, the sampling rates of the 

variables was changed to mimic that of the FDR. This cuts the amount of data available 

from sixty times a second to eight, four, two or one times per second ( s e  Table 3). 



SMACK will only accept data rates that are multiples of each other, and based on sixty 

hertz final result needed to run the simulator, the eight hertz sampling rate for normal 

acceleration was not permissible. For the following experiments a sampling rate of six 

hertz was used to ensure that false accuracy was not given by using a faster rate than 

would be available. In an actual investigation a base value of 120 Hz could be used and 

then subsampled to obtain the 60 Hz needed for the simulator, or the original 

acceleration data c m  be joined using a cubic spline routine and then resampled at an 

acceptable frequency. Note that only those variables listed below were given to 

SMACK; the plots of variables not Listed below show the original simulator data for 

cornparison only. 

Variable 

I Pressure Akitude I 1 I 

Sampling Rate 

(Hz, from Large Helicopter FDR) 

Pi tch 

Heading 

4 

1 

1 X Accelera tion 1 4 1 

Roll 

1 

Indica ted Airspeed 

I Y Acceleration I 4 l 

I 

2 

1 

I Yaw Rate I 4 I 
Z Acceleration 

TABLE 3: LARGE KELICOPTER SAMPLING UTES 

8 

As would be expected, the severe drop in amount of information given resulted in 

greater error in the resulting output (Figure 7). Noise can be detected in the pitch and 

yaw rates, and in al1 acceleratiow. The noise could be discemed easily even without the 

original data to compare to, and this should be watched for when working with real 

FDR data. The amount of noise in the pitch acceleration output is of some concem, and 



the impact on the motion system of the simulator was tested to ensure safety and 

determine the reasonableness of the recreation. It was conduded to be unacceptable 

(refer to section 4.2 for more details on the test), and methods of filtering the pitch data 

were examined. It was determined that through the additional run of the filter 

subroutine in ÇMACK on the offending data just before output, with the filter cut-off 

frequency set at 1.5 Hz, the results were within acceptable lirnits for the jack 

acceleration. Çince the extra filtering was completed after the kinematic analysis, the 

adjustments to the pitch rates and accelerations did not affect the approved position 

data. The final filtered pitch acceleration is plotted in Figure 7-d. Following the data 

plots are graphs of the error between the simulator (a) and FDR results (b) in (a-b) 

fashion. The error is thus easier to discem. 



Figure 7-a: Large Helicopter Data at FDR SampIing Rates 
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Figure 7-b: Large Helicopter Data at FDR Sampling Rates 



Figure 7-c: Large Helicopter Data at FDR Sampling Rates 
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Figure 7-d: Large Helicopter Data at FDR Sampling Rates (Error = Simulator - FDR) 



Figure 7-e: Large Helicopier Data at FDR Sarnpling Rates (Error = Simulator - FDR) 
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Figure 7 4  Large Helicopter Data at FDR Çampling Rates (Enor = Simulator - FDR) 



3.1.4 Added Noise 

The data thus hr supplied to SMACK was essentiaily noise free; the data points are 

those that ran the simulator in the fist place. However, in the event of using FDR data, 

this would not be the case. Due to unavoidable errors during the sampling of the state 

l:ariat?!es or in reading the FDR, there will always t?e inaccuracks in the data set. 

Therefore, noise has been added to the simulator data and the new data (now closely 

resembling FDR data) was run through SMACK. 

The regulations have set tolerances on the accuracy of the data being recorded. These 

tolerances were used as a basis for creating normally distnbuted noise about the data 

saved from the simulator flight (Table 4). The noise was created using a standard 

"normally distributed random number generating module", which was weighted by the 

tolerances outlined below. A full program listing is available at the end of Appendix B. 

1 Pitch 1 + 2" (+ 2 O  ) l 

Large Helicopter Variable 

1 Heading 1 + 2 O  (I 2 O  ) 1 

Tolerances (Values Used in Experiment) 

Pressure Altitude t 100 ft/ k 700 ft depending on altitude (+ 

100 ft) 

Indica ted Airspeed 

X Accelera tion 

Y Accelera tion 

Z Accelera tion 

TABLE 4: LARGE HELICOPTER NOISE 

15% (I 4.2 knots) I 

k 1.5 % of max range (+ 0.15 m/s') 

k 1.5 % of max range (i 0.15 mis' ) 

k 1 % of max range (k 0.1 m/sl)  
I 

Yaw Rate k 1 O/s (& 1°/s) 



As was anticipated, the SMACK analysis with a high cut-off frequency on the built in 

input low pass filter left much of the noise in the finai result, and a low cut-off frequency 

removed much of the original signal. The position data results were best with the sixty- 

hertz (high) cut-off frequency. Therefore, as with the previous test, an additional run of 

the filter on the noisy results was completed following SMACK's analysis (output filter). 

This allowed the use of the better position data gained from the sixty-hertz input filter 

without the de~rirnentally noisy acceleration data. This no longer remains kinematically 

rigorous, but allows the most accurate presentation of the data in a simulator setting. 

The best resul ts from this anaiysis are shown in Figure 8. These results used an output 

filter cut-off frequency of 0.5 Hz for pitch rate and acceleration, 1.5 Hz for roll rate and 

acceleration, and 1.0 Hz for yaw rate and acceleration. Once again, for this set of data, 

pitch values had the rnost effect on the simulator motion charactenstics and thus it was 

deemed safer to remove some of the signal in the data rather than leave in too much 

noise. 

The output is automatically generated at sixty-hertz (user specified in SMACK) to allow 

a direct link to the simulator prograrnming. 



Figure 8-a: Large Helicopter Data with Noise 



Figure 8-b: Large Helicopter Data with Noise 



Figure 8-c: Large Helicopter Data with Noise 



FIGURE 8-d: Large Heiicopter Data with Noise - Error (Simulator - FDR values) 



FIGURE 8-e: Large Helicopter Data with Noise - Error (Sirnulator - FDR values) 



3.2 Graphieal Data Manipulation 

Unfortunately, SMACK cannot determine outiien or dropouts from the data. To 

remove these errors, an extemal program has been devised which plots the original data 

on the screen and allows the user to choose the obviously erroneous data points. The 

program then turns the flag file value for the chosen points from 1 to O, telling S N K K  

to bypass that point in its analysis. SMACK will fiil in the missing points based on an 

interpolation with the rest of the data. 

An already existing set of programs, PGPLOT, was used to create two graphical 

windows: one which plots a section of the data on the screen and the second to illustrate 

which section of data is being shown and allow the user to move the data displayed in 

the first window. The user can select and deselect points that are felt to be obviously 

erroneous. A flag file is saved for that variable once the program is exited, and another 

program combines al1 the individual files into the flag file that is required for SMACK. 



4 Phase II - Reprogramming the Simulator 

4.1 Simula for Program Outline 

The helicopter simulator at UTIAS contains both a real-time program, which operates 

the simulator by supplyuig instructions sixty times per second, m d  a non-rcd tirne 

program which allows for set-up and output information exchange. In the present 

system the real-time program accepts inputs from the pilot or a saved file of control 

inputs and runs through the aircraft flight equations to determine the position and 

movernent changes to output to the hydraulic motion and visual systems. For this 

project, the dependence on the Bight equations will be removed, and the data needed to 

replay the flight will be read in at the beginning in the non-real time program. 

4.2 Simulator Program Manipulation 

As was outiined in the introduction, the simulator programming itself must also be 

changed to accept the FDR data as its input. Duting the initial set up of the simulator 

programs, the previously manipulated FDR file is read in and the visual and control 

databases are specified. 

The state of the flight controls is saved in the FDR (Appendix C contains the full listing 

of the recorded variables), and is used to backdnve the cyclic in the simulator. The 

original programming for the cyclic saved the operator specified trim position (point of 

zero force on the stick), and also controlled the amount of force required to move the 

control. For the ability to backdrive the cyclic, these settings were altered in the 

following way: the position of the stick which requires zero applied force is constantly 

updated to the next position saved from the original flight, which causes the cyclic to 

move to that point. The breakout force (that which is required to change its position 



manually) was increased from 1.5 lb to 5 Ib, which gives the stick some extra stihess, 

but allows the pilot expenencing the playback to move it in cases of emergency. 

Sixty times per second, the updated simulator programming uses the position 

information from the data file to update the visuals in the cockpit, the velocity and 

acceleration data to adjust the motion system, and the flight controls data to update the 

in-cockpit control system. Therefore the cyclic in the simulator moves as it was moved 

originally and allows a pilot to feel the stick inputs as well as see the flight through the 

window and feel the response of the motion system. 

Plots of the hydraulic jack motion and acceleration curves were compared with the 

original flight to determine if the set of data in question was safe to run on the simulator 

with the motion system engaged. The jacks are the hydraulic aduators supporting the 

simulator, as seen in Figure 1. The change in the length of the jacks gives the 

translational and rotational motion to the sirnulator. The cornparisons of the positions 

and accelerations of the jacks between the original simulator flight and r u ~ i n g  on the 

data derived from the FDR lists lead to the extra filtering of some of the state variables. 

In some cases, before filtering the noisy variables, the jack acceleration peaks were three 

tirnes the original. The final result, after fiItering, when using the noise-added data 

actually has jack accelerations that are less than the original in peak values, but are much 

noisier. This is especially h i e  dunng the final fifteen seconds, where the values should 

be hovering around zero. The acceleration cornparisons can be seen in Figure 9-b. 

The final flight, which resulted from al1 the previous data and program manipulations, 

is actually very dose to the original simulator flight. As was mentioned, due to srnall 

angular errors in the reconstruction, the final position was south and slightly short of the 

original. Some of the accelerations, which are being used to drive the motion base, have 

been heavily filtered to protect the system and to remove unwanted acceleration noise 

which the pilots would find wealistic. 



Figure 9-a: Hydraulic Jack Positions and Accelerations 



Figure 9-b: Hydraulic Jack Positions and Accelerations 



The final test was to show both the original and the adjusted flights through the 

simulator to three experienced pilots. 

For the most part, the comments of the pilots were similar and will be summarised here; 

the full responses are contained in Appendix A. The pilots noted a good correlation 

between the originai fiight and the one based on FDR data. Some subile motion 

differences were noted, namely an increase in roll in the initial part of the flight and 

some lateral rocking. One pilot stated that the reconstructed flight may have had a 

srnoother motion. Two of the pilots noted the change in final position from the original 

flight. There were no discernible miscues between the motion syçtem and the visuals in 

the final reconstruction, even though the extra filtering may have made position and 

acceleration data incongruent. The effect of having the cyclic stick move during the 

playback elicited positive feedback from al1 pilots; it was a definite aid in interpreting 

the flight. 

The major concem of al1 pilots was the lack of any high frequency input in this sample 

flight. They stated that an incident or accident is Iikely to contain many quick 

manoeuvres, and the acceleration/deceleration along a straight flight path that was 

flown here does not properly mimic this. But based only on the flights given, they agree 

that this is a very good approximation of the original flight, and would be helpful in the 

course of an acadent investigation. 



5 Results and Conclusions 

It is possible, based on flight data recorders that conforrn to the present regulations, to 

backdrive a full motion simulator based only on the information available in the black 

box. %me expected deviations from the original Bight path were observed when 

reconstmcting said path from limited data. With a mock version of the data available 

trom a large helicopter FDR, the final position varied slightly from the onginal flight, 

and the angular rate and acceleration output as well as Iinear acceleration output had to 

be filtered, and thus lost some of the information. The results are excellent based on the 

amount of information that was available, but the errors must be taken into 

consideration when evaluating the flight based only on the reconstruction. 

The position data is used in the visual system of the simulator. Velocities and 

accelerations are used in the motion system, and were filtered, after finding the 

positions, based on the strain placed on the system. Thus an acceptable compromise 

between position accuracy and acceleration noise was reached. 

From initial experiments with the amount of data available on FDRs for other aircraft, it 

was determined that the amount of data available in large airplane flight data recorders 

can also give acceptable results, with a possible increased position error due to lack of 

yaw data. However, there is insufficient information saved in small aircraft to create a 

reasonably accurate set of state variables. 

It should be noted that those variables that had the least change over the duration of the 

flight had incurred the most relative error. Thus delicate manoeuvres may not give 

accurate reconstructions. It was dso determined that the accuracy of SMACK's output is 

highly dependent on many complicated factors, and the applicability of this method to 

al1 reconstructions cannot be assumed. 



The results obtained here are based only on the information available from the black 

box. Actual incident reconstructions would have other sources avaiIabIe that would 

mitigate some of the error incurred here and venfy the results. 



6 Future Work 

Now that the system has been tested, a real-world situation may be modeiled. After 

obtaining actual black box data with the necessary variables saved, it should be mn 

through the graphitai plot program to remove outhers and dropouts, then through 

SMACK to obtain a kinematically consistent set of state variables. The filter cut-off 

frequencies can be adjustecl to reduîe the obviaus noise levcl, while the responses are 

compared to any known values. The control input data wiU have to be aliered to match 

the format of the controls file that is saved and read by the simulator program. This may 

require manipulation using a cubic spline routine in order to obtain the necessary 

sampling rate. After the simulator response is tested, the complete and filtered data set 

can then be applied to the full motion simulator with an investigator in the pilot seat 

experiencing the incident. 
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Appendix A: 

Pilot Questionnaires 



Pilot Assessment Questionnaire 

Before run notes (the description given to the pilots before entering the 

simulator) : 

The object of this experimenr is to recreate a helicopter flight using 
reconstmaed FDR data. A flight was recorded from the simulator last year. 
which will be shown to you first. A flight data recorder reconstruction of the 
same flight will follow. 

During the second flight, al1 instrument readings, motion. and visuals are 
reconstructed. The motion of the cydic. however. is identical to  the first run. 

This is a cornparison only, and the original flight is to be taken as correct. The 
original flight may be run as often as required to get an accurate feel and 
judgement of position and motion. Then the adjusted fiight may be nin as 
ofken as required to make comparison observations. Please note the position of 
the helicopter and the motion (velocity. acceleration mes) and their relation to 
each other in each scenario, 

The following pages give the reçponses of the pilots to a previously set questionnaire. 

The responses are paraphrased here: they are put in sentences for ease of undentanding. 



Pilot: Capt. Dan Sattler Date: 04/03/00 

1 .  Was the motion of the cydic any assistance in getting an accurate feel for the 
flight? 

Yes - to be able to see the response and feel the response at the same time gave more 

situational awareness, and an abiliw to anticipate. There was a better feel for what 

the pilot was doing. It gave a thorough understanding of the flight. 

2. Where there any noticeable changes in the motion between the original and the 
adjusted flights? 

There seemed to be an increased roll off to the right at the beginning of the flight, 

which caused a Iateraf offset in that direction. 

3. Did the motion of the simufator match well with the visual positions given in the 
adjusted flight? 

They agreed well. 

4. Do you feel the adjusted flight was an accurate enough representation of the 
original fiight for incident reconstruction or training purposes? 

The motion and instruments were ok. 1 am concemed about the change in the final 

position - if this were a crash, the simulation would end up in a different place than 

the crash site! Also, in a real situation there would be more frantic motions that have 

not been tried here. They may cause more problems with the simulation. 

S. Were there any other differences or probiems with the adjusted flight you would 
Iike to note? 

The end position was not as far east as the original. 



Pilot: Rob Erdos Date: 06/03/00 

After run questions: 

1. Was the motion of the cydic any assistance in getting an accurate feel for the flight? 

Y es. 

2. Where there any noticeable changes in the motion between the original and the 
adjusted flights? 

There was a larger roll to the right. There rnay have been a faster rate of 

deceleration and a possible lateral rocking. 

3. Did the motion of the simulator match well with the visuai positions given in the 
adjusted flight? 

Yes, they were fine. 

4. Do you feel the adjuned Bight was an accurate enough representation of  the original 
fiight for incident reconstruction or training purposes? 

It was very good - any changes were rninor and subtle. This would be very 

helpful for flight investigation. 

5. Were there any other differences or problems with the adjusted flight you would 
like to note? 

The flight path went further to the right, and the final position was displaced five 

feet [laterally] from the original. There were no high frequency control inputs in * 

the original, which may alter what other recreations do. 



Pilot: Stephan Carigan Date: 07/03/00 

After run questions: 

1. Was the motion of the  cyclic any assistance in getting an accurate feel for the  Aight? 

The collective is important and should also be included. The cyclic was in TRC - 
the inputs are more dynarnic in attitude command. Otherwise it was good, 

though. 

2. Where there  any noticeable changes in the motion between the  original and the 
adjusted flights? 

There were no sigiuficant dianges in the motion; perhaps the reconstructed flight 

was more smooth. It rolled a bit more than the real fiight, and there was some 

rocking as the helicopter was going down the flight path. There wasn't the same 

sinking at the beginning as with the original flight. in a double blind there 

would probably be fifty percent one way or the other when guessing which of 

the flights was being played. Cantt really tell the difference. 

3. Did the motion of the  simulator match well with the visual positions given in the  
adjusted flight? 

Yes. 

4. Do you feel the adjusted flight was an accurate eoough representation of the  
original flight for incident reconstruction o r  training purposes? 

(see number 2) 

5. Were there  any other differences o r  problems with the  adjusted flight you would 
like to  note? 



Appendix B: 

UTIAS User Manual 



This user manual is intended to assist those who continue this work at the Flight 

Simulation Laboratory, UTIAÇ. It contains a detailed description of the cornputer 

program operations as well as a list of current program and data files, in the order in 

which they are needed. Both the IRIS6 and the UVOT serves are used to complete the 

process. In both, the present files can be found under the /people/ jema/ directory, and 

subdirectories are Iisted where needed. 

Please see Section A2-9 at the end of this manual in order to repeat the previous 

experiments by using a simulator flight for the basis of tests. The following sections 

assume the use of actuai FDR data. 

A2-1. initiai Data Check 

Compare the available data from the FDR with the following table of SMACK variables. 

Those variables which are starred (*) are the least number and type of variables which 

were proven during the previous sets of experiments. Any aircraft specific variables 

that are recorded must first be manipulated into one or more of the SMACK designated 

state variables before they can be used. Check the available units. Those which differ 

from the expected for SMAU< should be noted, as some changes to the data.f file in 

section A 2 4  will have to be made. The existing data.f file has the conversions from the 

simulator units built in (see coLumn four). 



1 1 Designation 1 Designation 1 Intemal Units 1 Units 

Simula tor Variable 

1 

'Roll Angle 

*Pitch Angle 

SMACK SMACK 

PHI 

East Position Y 1 SY 1 metres 1 feet 

Simula tor 

THT 
1 

I "Altitude 1 H 1 ALT 1 rnetres 1 k t  

PHI 

PSI *Y aw Angle 
I 

THETA 

PSI 

SX North Position 

radians 

radians 

X 

True Air Speed 

radians 

radians 

radians 

metres 

*Body Specific Force 

(Longitudinal) 

Pitch Rate Q Q 

radians 

fee t 

VT 

'Body Specific Force 

(La teral) 

'Body Specific Force 

(Vertical) 

AX 

TAS 

AY 

AZ 

*Yaw Rate 

Roll Acceleration 

Figure A2-1: Variables and Units 

Pi tch Acceleration 

Yaw AcceIera tion 

A2-2. Input Data File Format 

m/s 

f/sl 
1 

AY 

AZ 

R 

AL 

In order to properly read and use the data in al1 programs, it must be in the proper 

format. SMACK expects unformatted text files, each variable listed for the complete run 

before the next one is recorded, in the following order: 

f/s 

AX 

AM 

AN 

m/ s2 

m/ sz 

m/ s2 

R 

f/s2 

f/sz 

QD 

RD 

r/ s r/ s 

r/ s? 

r/ s2 

r/ s2 PD 

r/ st 

r/ S? 

r/ sz 



Figure A2-2: SMACK Variables 

r 

1 

7 

13 

19 

At present H, VT, U, and V are not used in the SMACK anaiysis. These variables are 

found on input/output for plotting and simulator use. The format and order of this file 

can be changed, if the corresponding read statements in data.f are changed (see section 

A2-4). The following is an example wnte statement for use in creating this data file: 

OPEN (UNIT-9, FILE='FILENAME.DAT',FORM='UNF0RMATTED1) 

WRITE (9) PHI 

etc.. . 

note: H=-Z 

PHI 

X 

P 

VT 

where PHI is a onedimensional array with length determined by sampling rate and 

duration of the flight. 

A2-3. Outlier/ Drop-out Markers 

2 

8 

14 

20 

As there are likely to be erroneous data points in the form of outliers and drop-outs, the 

next data processing step is to mark these in the "outlier" executable program (uvot: 

/armcop/) which alters SMACK's flag file. The outiier program assumes the data is 

written in the format described above. To operate: 

1) nin "outlier" 

THT 

Y 

Q 
U 

2) respond with variable number (see above) of the data which is to be marked 

3 

9 

15 

21 

PSI 

Z 

R 

V 

4 

10 

6 

22 

AY 

AM 

H 

AX 

AL 

5 

11 

17 

23 

6 

12 

18 

24 

AZ 

AN 



3) with mouse, choose erroneous data points 

- once selected, the data points can be de-selected when clicked on a 

second time 

- the second window shows an overall picture of the data file: type 's' 

while the cursor is in the main window in order to scroll the data bar in 

the second window 

- < and > in the main window allow zooming of the present data, '+' 

changes the cursor (although the defaul t is usually the best for t h s  job), 

'/ ', 'ctrl O', and 'ctrl z' will al! exit 

4) exit the program - the flags for this set of data are automatically saved in 

FLAGTEMP. DAT 

5) add these new flags to the comprehensive flag file 

- run 'flagint' (uvot: /armcop/) 

- select whether or not this is the fint run of the program (initially, al1 the 

flags for the other variables are set to one, this will write over any 

previous flag files, so should only be used the first tirne) 

- enter the variable number (as above) to properly insert the new flags 

into the existing flag file 

- al1 will automatically Save "FLAGFILE2.DATU for use in SMACK 

6) repeat with al1 other variables 

7) when finished compiling the flag file, send it to IRIS6 to be used with SMACK 

A 2 4  SMACK's data.f 

data.f is one of the two user defined programs in SMACK; it manipulates the incoming 

data and flag files to SMACK's requirements and creates the necessary output. This 

program is already set up to move the simulator variable set, listed above, into the 

format required by SMACK. This includes changing the simulator units to those that 

SMACK uses intemally. If the units of the available data are different than those of the 

table in Figure A2-1 (under Simulator colurnn), this part of data.f should be altered. 



data.f already has many common unit conversions built in: CMK converts knots to m/s, 

CMF converts feet to metres, CRD converts degrees to radians, etc (see Appendix E of 

the SMACK User Manuai [l]). Please note that the unit conversions used in the second 

half of the data.f program (after the line %AU( FROM SMACK") should not be 

changed, as these convert the standard output to that which is used in the simulator. 

There are many versions of data.f that have been saved due to differing input scenarios. 

data-a1l.f uses al1 the simuiator variables, data-1h.f reads the variables, but only saves 

those available from a large helicopter FDR in the array that SMACK uses for analysis. 

The present data.f is the same as data-lh-hz.f, which limits the input of the variables 

into SMACK to the sampling frequency that is avaiIabIe in the FDR. This will not be 

needed with a correctly indexed FDR file - it was only required here because the original 

data file had states saved at sixty hertz. 

A2-5. SMACKS SMINP 

The second user defined file "SMINP" (iris6: / smack/ inp/SMINP) describes to SMACK 

the charactenstics of the data. These characteristics include the number of da ta points, 

final sampling rate required, noise (one-sigma value), start values, etc [see SMACK User 

Manual Section V for descriptions]. SMACK reads these values by colurnn number; one 

extra space can change the meaning of a flag! Also the units used in SMINP are different 

from those listed for the simulator and those used intemally by SMACK. The variables 

used for these experiments are listed with al1 three systems of units in the following 

table. The user is also referred to the SMACK rnanuai for a more complete list (section 

V, table 5.1). 



note: nm = nautical miles, kt = knots, g = gravities 

Figure A2-3: Unit Conventions 

The following is an example from SMINP Crom the file used during the previous 

expenmen ts: 

SMACK 

Internai 

rad 

m 

m 

ml s2 

line 3: 

REC 1 2 6 3 4  1 5 0.01667 6 0 . 0  

SMACK 

SMINP 

deg 
nm 

m 

g 

SMACK 

Intemal 

rad 

rad 

m 

m/s 

PHI 

PSI 

Y 

VT 

The first two numbers give SMAU< the starting and ending point of the data record 

(total of 2634 points), the third gives number of integration steps per sampling interval, 

the fourth number actually has no sigruficance, since the plotting features were removed 

from SMACK due to incompatibility with the cornputer system, and the final two are 

data sampling interval in seconds (sixty hertz) and filter cut-off frequency in hertz. 

Simulator 

rad 

fee t 

feet 

het/s2 

SMACK 

SMINP 

d% 

del3 

nm 

kt 

Simulator 

rad 

rad 

feet 

feet/s 

SMACK ailows many different sampling rates for the data, as long as they are integral 

divisions of the "data sampling interval"; in the case of the previous experiments, sixty 

hertz was chosen for the data sampling interval, as this allowed almost al1 of the 

sampling rates which were used in a large helicopter FDR (1,2, and 4 hertz). This 

created an output data file at sixty hertz automatically, which was of benefit for direct 

THT 

X 

H 

AX 



use in the simulator programs.The eight hertz sarnpling rate of the vertical acceleration 

data was taken as six hertz to dlow the sixty hertz basis. 

Since a base of sixty hertz was used, there was no need for SMACK to do more than one 

integration step per sampling interval, hence the "1" in the third column. 

The filter cut-off frequency can be adjusted as the user finds is necessary. For accurate 

position data, it was determhed that the previous expenments did well with this tugh 

cut-off frequency as long as additional filters were added after the analysis with a lower 

cut-off frequency for use on acceleration and velocity data. 

line 6: 

PSI 1 1 0 . 6 7  

First entry of line 6 is the name of the variable, the second enhy states that the variable 

has been measured (will be given to SMAQO, and the third requests an estimate of the 

variable time history. This flag requires SMACK to use this variable in its analysis and 

be part of the output. The final value is the one-sigma value of measurernent noise. 

line 7: 

PSI 3 90 . O  0.1 

This is an extra entry to specify an initial condition for the variable and the one-sigma 

value Cor the initial condition esümate. The '3' after the variable name signifies that this 

Iine contains the initial state of the variable. 

Please see Section V of the SMACK User Manual for hrther explanations of SMINP 

lines. A full example SMINP file follows the file listings at the end of this Appendix. 



6) Çet-up SMACK 

After the appropriate changes are made to SMINP and data.f, the SMACK set of 

pmgrams must be recompiled. Typing "make" in the src directory will accomplish this 

(iris6: /smack/src/). SMACK is then ready to run, which is initiated by typing 

"vsmack" in the same directory. The output file "outputl-dat" will be pIaced in the out 

directory foliowing the completion of the run (ins6: /smack/out). The format of this file 

is such that it can be used directiy in the simulator programming. The order of the 

variables is as follows: 

note: ail are in simulator uni& (radians and feet) 

Figure A 2 4  Variable Order 

The file is in the format (19(E12.5)), or nineteen records and al1 data points are twelve 

integers long with five decimal places, in exponent form. 

A2-7. SMACK'S Output 
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vt 

Both the output and input files can be viewed on the screen or plotted to the printer 

using "plotsrnack" in the "out" directory (iris6 /smack/out), with the input file as 

"inputl-dat" and the output file as "outputl.dat". Both files are written in the format 

outlined in the previous paragraph, and the input file has a header line with the variable 

names. It is highly recommended that the user change these file names on good outputs 

as they are automatically written over eadi time SMACK is run. Before running 

plotsmack, it is necessary to set the environment variables for the particular cornputer 

the user is o n  First, "setenv DISPLAY [local computer]:O <enter>" in order to have any 
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screen plots show up on your terminal. Second, "setenv PGPLOT-DIR 

/user/local/pgplot <enter>" for plotsmack to find its libraries. Once plotsmack is run, 

the user will be offered the choice of output: / vps, / ps, or / xwin. /vps gives six vertical 

plots per page, /ps prints one landscape plot per page, and /xwin plots to the screen. If 

one of the latter is chosen, the user is prompted for the variable numbers that should be 

plotted (again, choose from the numbered list in section A2-6). /vps automatically 

prints al1 variables. To send plots to the printer, after plotsmack is complete type "lp 

pgplot. ps". 

If the output is deemed acceptable, the file should be transferred to uvot to be used in 

the set up of the simulator programs (see next section). However, if the output is not 

satisfactory, adjustments c m  be made to the SMINP file to correct some of the 

problems. 

a) If the output is noisy, change the one-sigma value for noise, and/or change the filter 

CU t-off f requency. 

b) If a variable is not starting in the right place, add initial value to that variable. 

c) If a variable path is far off 

- check dependent variables: noise or offset in ax can cause problems in x, for 

example 

- check instrument offsets: if these are not given to SMACK (or SMACK is not 

told to estimate hem), they can cause errors in the analysis 

If these have been attempted, and the output is still too noisy, an extra tilter can be 

added to SMACK. In a similar way as was done d u ~ g  the previous set of experiments, 

the FILT subroutine can be called in vsmack.f after the final anaiysis is complete. Trials 

can be done with different values for cut off frequencies of the different variables to 

determine the best case scenano. 



If working on data which has a known endpoint (a crash, for example), the user should 

work with the data to ensure the final position is correct, even if this requires relaxing 

initial position or some flight path accuracy. 

A2-8. Simulator Updates 

Several steps must be undertaken to allow the new data file to be used by the sirnulator. 

The controls data available must aiso be adjusted in order to use them in the 

reconstruction. This was not necessary during the experiments completed here, but in 

taking data from an FDR, the controls variables will not be recorded at the proper rate 

for direct use. As with the other variables, these should be fint viewed through the 

outlier program and the obviously erroneous points removed. Then the data, along 

with the "flag file" should be put through a cubic spline routine and subsampled at the 

necessary sixty hertz. This program c m  be created by the user from available 

subroutines. If the data is deemed to be too noisy, a filtering subroutine will have to be 

used. 

It is now possible to run the simulator with the FDR data. Tests must be done, however, 

to ensure the safety of the equipment and the pilot. For this, a dry run of the simulator 

programs without the motion system or control loader operating should be done, and 

the results from the PRXNT.DAT file saved. To do this, the programs should be loaded 

into simex and cts run from the HOST terminal. Here, after loading spOc0, the user 

should type the command "vm-use-cl=Pt to remove the use of the control loader. The 

motion system will not be used if the power from the N1 cabinet is not tumed on. It is 

imperative that the user contact the Iab technician or other group members for more 

detailed instructions on how to use the sirnulator. 

PEUI\TT.DAT is automatically created during the mn. These results are the position and 

acceleration data of al1 six jacks, and should be verified as safe before proceeding to full 

motion. These can easily be plotted with the "plotjacks" program (uvot: /arxncop/ ). 



Again, if the jack responseç are deerned too extreme or noisy, SMACK rnust be rerun to 

remove more of the noise. Expenments rnight be done by removing one variable at a 

time when operaüng the simulator to determine which variable is causing the most 

problems. 

Once the jacks are verified as d e ,  a full-motion simulator run is now available for 

comment! 

A2-9 Using the Simulator to Generate Data 

If the user wishes to duplicate the experiments outlined in the main body of this report, 

a data file can be generated during a normal simulator flight. Using the nrt.for program 

that was created dunng these experiments, a data file PRINT2.DAT is automatically 

generated in the format outlined in section A2-2. This file can be directly used in the 

SMACK programming without changes to the data.f file. The choice of data.f depends 

on the experiment that the user wishes to conduct. 

The final expenment requires noise to be added to the simulator data file. This can be 

accomplished using "moise" to add noise to the input file, then copying the data-1hhz.f 

file to data.f for use by SMAU<. Be sure to specify the one-sigma values for noise in the 

SMINP file. 



Files: 

IRIS6: / people/ j m a /  smack/ 

1 DSNONOISE.DAT 1 simulator data without added noise I 

/ inp/ 

DSADS2QS.DAT 

DSNNOISE,DAT 

I 

FLAGFILE2,DAT 1 Bag file generated in uvot after outlier program use 

current simulator data file for use in SMACK 

sirnulator data with nomally distributed noise added 

FLAGFILE-DAT current flag file to be used in SMACK 

ONEFLAG .D AT flag file with only ones: used initially when al1 points good 

noise-f 

1 

moise 1 noise-norma1.f executable 1 

Fortran program to generate unifonnly distributed noise 

noise 

noisenorrna1.f 

n0ise.f executable 

Fortran program to generate nomally disû-ibuted noise 

SMINP 

1 data-1a.f 1 data.f ushg only large airplane variables 1 

(and variations) SMACK input file 

/ ÇCC/ 

data.f 

data-al1.f 

user defined input/ou tput file used by SMACK 

data.f with a11 simdator variables used 

data-1h.f 

I 1 rates I 

data.f using o d y  large helicopter variables 

data-lh-hz.f data.f using large helicopter variables, subsampled at proper 

vsrnack.f main SMACK program 

vsmack.f .filt SMACK program with extra filters added after analysis 

vsmack. f .org original vsmack with plotting functions still available 

vsmack vsmack.f executable 



inputl.dat 

in.dat 

- 
file for comparing input and output from SMACK 

(automatically generated in data.f before entering analysis) 

inputl.dat for al1 non-noisy trials 

in-lh-hz-noise. da t 

outputl.dat 

ou tall.dat 

ou t-la.dat 

ou t-lh.dat 

inputl.dat for noisy trials 

file for comparing input and output from SMACK 

(automatically generated in data.f after analysis) 

outputl.dat when using al1 simulator variables 

outputl.dat when using large airplane variables 

outputl.dat when using large helicopter variables 

ou t-lh-hz.dat 

I 1 filtered 

outputl.dat using Ih variables, subsampled 
I 

ou t-noise-max2.dat outputl.dat using noisy Ih variables, subsampled, extra 

ou t-lh-hz-Mfil t.da t 

p g ~ l 0 t - p ~  

uvot: 

outputl.dat using Ih variables, subsampled, extra filtered 

postscript file generated by plotsmack for printing 

plo tsmack.f 

plotsmack 

Fortran file to plot input/output of SMACK 

executable file to plot in/output of SMACK 

1 DSSNO1SE.DAT 1 PRINT2.DAT for FDR, uniforrnly distributed noise 1 

/ amcop/ 

ALLJACKSDAT 

DSADS2QS.DAT 

DSNNOISE.DAT 

jack position and acc. output for SMACK analysis using al1 

simulator variables 

PRINT2.DAT for original simulator flight 

PNNI2.DAT for FDR, normally distributed noise 

flagfile executable to generate a flag file of ones 

FLAGFTLE-DAT 

FLAGFILE2.DAT 

original flag file (output from flagfde) 

SMACK flag file (output from flagint) 

FLAGTEMP.D AT 

I PRINT-DAT 

one variable flag file (output kom outlier) 

jack position and acc. data from simulator run 



PRINT2.DAT 

flagint 1 fIaguitegrate.for execu table 

simulator state variables from simulator run 

flagintegrate.for.2 

(DSADS2QS. DAT) 

Fortran program to integrate single variable flags frorn 

1 variable 

ou tlier 1 outlier.for executable 

outlier.for.1 Fortran program to alter SMACK flag file for a single 

~ g ~ l o t -  PS postscript fi le from plotjacks 

plo t-jacks.for.5 Fortran file to plot position and acc. data for jacks 

pl0 tjack* various executables from plot-jacksfor incarnations 

plo tsmack2 executable from p1otsmack.f compiled here and sent backto 

bypass compilation problems in IRIS6 



SMINP (for final test: large helicopter data with noise) 

Flight analysis - DSADS2QS.DAT;LH with noise 
MKS 
REC 
P H I  
THT 
PS 1 
PS 1 
X 
X 
Y 
Y 
H 
H 
VT 
AX 
AY 
AZ 
P 
Q 
R 
AL 
AM 
AN 
P H 2  
T H 2  
PS2 
RNG 
BRG 
ELV 
AV 
BV 
END 



C Large Helicopter, variable sampling rate, 
C variable filter cutoff 
C 

SUBROUTINE DATA (IFIN) 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION(A-H,O-Z) 

COMMON /MSM/ 2 (30,6000) ,Y (30,6000) , H ( ~ o ,  ~ o o O ) ,  
1 ~(30,6000) ,Ç  (30,6000) ,KZN(30, 6000) 
COMMON / S m /  X(21,6000) ,W (9,6000) ,DMW(S4OOO) 
COMMON /AUX/ XN(6OOO) ,YN(6000) ,ZN(6000) ,FN(6OOO) I ~ N ( 6 0 0 0 ) ,  
1 NFN(6000) 

COMMON / S KL / CMK, CMF , CRD , CNL , CMM ,CMG 
COMMON /CON/ RGAS,TSSL,RHOO,PI,C(30) 
COMMON /TIM/ DT,FCI,NPTS,NINT,NSMP~NSK~,MPTS 
COMMON /MOD/ ALFO,CNAO,WGLD,VARM 

C 
INTEGER*4 i,j,k,NPT,nint,int,npts-save,npts 
PARAMETER (NPT = 6000) 

C 
real*8 nvh (npt, 12) ,ndv (nptJ2) 
real*4 AX (NPT) ,AY (NPT) ,AZ (NPT) , alt (npt) , 

npts-save = npts 
C write (6,*) npts, nint, dt 
C 

open (unit=15, f i l e =  
1 '/uçr/people/jenna/smack/inp/DSADS2QS.DAT', 
& status='oldl, form='unformattedl) ! initial FDR data 

file 
C 

read (15) npts 
C write ( 6 , * )  npts 
C 

npts = npts - 200 
C last 200 points from simulator are zeros (relax motion 



! time index based on 
#pts/frequency 
100 continue 
C 

thist2 (1) = thist (1) 
do 110 i n t = 2 ,  npts*nint 

thist2 (int) = thist2 (int-1) + dt 
110 continue 
C 

do 120 j=l,npts 
C this loop copies the data into the SMACK array Z at the proper 
sampling rate 

if ( (mod (j, 30) -1) .eq.O) 
+ ~ ( 1 ,  (j-l)*nint+l) = phi(j) 

plotinput(1, (j-l)*nint+l) = phi(j) 
plotting 

if ( (mod (j, 15) -1) *eq.O) 
+ 2 (2, (j -1) *nint+l) = theta (j) 

plotinput ( 2 ,  (j -1) *nint+l) = theta (j ) 
if ((mod(jI6O)-1) .eq.O) 

+ z (3, (j -1) *nint+l) = psi (j 
plotinput(3, (j-l)*nint+l) = psi(j) 

C no x position given 
plotinput(4, (j-T)*nint+l) = sx(j)*CMF 

C no y position given 
plotinput ( 5 ,  (j -1) *nint+l) = sy(j) *CMF 
if ((mod (j,6O) -1) .eq.O) then 

Z ( 6 ,  (j -1) *nint+l) = - s z ( j )  *CMF 
Z(13, (j-l)*nint+l) = tas(j)*CMF 
endi f 
plotinput (6, (j -1) *nint+l) = -sz (j 1 *CMF 
plotinput ( 1 3 ,  (j -1) *ninttl) = tas (j *CMF 
if ( (mod (j, 15) -1) .eq. O) then 

! array f o r  



Z(16, (j-1) *nint+l) = a x ( j )  *CMF 
Z(17, (j-l)*nint+l) = ay(j)*CMF 
endif 
plotinput(l6, (j-l)*nint+l) = ax(j)*CMF 
plotinput (17, (j -1) *nint+l) = ay (j 1 *CMF 
if ((mod (j, 10) -1) .eq.O) 

+ 2 (18, (j -1) *nint+l) = az (j) *CMF 
plotinput (18, (j -1) *nint+ll = az (j *CMF 

C no roll rate given 
plotinput (19, ( j  -1) *nint+l) = p (j ) 

C no pitch rate given 
plotinput (20, (j -1) *nint+l) = q (j 1 
{ Ç  ! ( R Q ~  ! j ,  15) -1) .eq.Q! & - 

+ 2 (21, (j -1) *nint+l) = r (j) 
plotinput (21, (j -1) *nint+l) = r (j 

C no roll accel given 
plotinput (22, (j -1) *nint+ï) = pd (j ) 

C no pitch accel given 
plotinput(23, (j-1) *nint+l) = qd(j) 

C no yaw accel given 
plotinput (24, (j -1) *nint+l) = rd (j 
nvh((j-l)*nint+l,l) = u(j)*CMF 
nvh( (j-1) *nint+l,2) = v ( j )  *CMF 
nvh( (j-1) *nint+l, 3 )  = 

+ sqrt(tas(j) **2-u(j) +*2-v(j) **2IeCMF 
120 continue 
C 

0 ~ ~ ~ ( 1 , ~ 1 ~ ~ = ~ / u s r / p e o p l e / j e n n a / s m a c k / i n p / ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~ ' ~  
1 STATUS= a OLD a , FORM= ' UNFORMATTED ' ) 

C following loops read in the flags stoxed in FLAGFILE.DAT 
do 130 i=1,6 

read(1) (flag(i, j) , j=l,npts) 
130 continue 

do 140 i=1,3 
read(1) (junk(j1, j=l,npts) 

140 continue 
do 150 i=7,9 

read(1) (ffag(i, j )  , j=l,npts) 
150 continue 

do 160 i=1,3 
read(1) (junk(j),j=l,npts) 

160 continue 
do 170 i=l0,19 

read(1) (flag(i, j )  , j=l,npts) 
170 continue 

read(i1 (junk(j), j=l,npts) 
read(1) (junk(j), j=l,npts) 
do 180 i=20,22 



73 

C following loops put flags into SMACK KZN array, at proper sampling 
rate 

+ 

+ 

+ 

C 
C 

+ 
C 
C 
C 

+ 
190 

C 

C create 

+ 
C 

C 

+ 
+ 

if ((mod(j ,301 -1) .es-O) 
KZN(1, (j-1) *nint+l) = fiag(1, j) 

if ((mod(j, 15) -1) .eq.O) 
KZN (2, (j -1) *nint+l) = f lag ( 2 ,  j ) 

if ((mod(j,60) -1) .eq.O) 
KZN(3, (j -1) *nint+l) = flag(3, j) 
KZN ( 4 ,  (j -1) *nint+l) = flag ( 7 ,  j ) 
KZN(5, (j-l)*nint+l) = flag(8,j) 
if ((mod(j,60) -1) .eq.O) then 
KZN(6, (j-l)*nint+l) = flag(9,j) 
yzrr (a ,  ( j - ~ } * ~ i - , t t l )  - flag!?,j! 
endif 
if ( (modtj, 15) -1) .eq.O) then 
KZN(l6, (j-1) *nint+l) = flag(l0, j) 
KZN(17, (j-l)*nint+l) = ffag(l1,j) 
endif 
if ( (mod(j, 10) -1) .eq.O) then 
KZN(18, (j -1) *nint+l) = fïag(12, j) 
KZN(19, (1-l)*nint+l) = flag(13,j) 
KZN(20, (1-l)*nint+l) = fïag(l4,j) 
endi f 
if ((rnod(j,l5) -1) .eq.O) 
KSN(21, (j-1) *nint+l) = flag(l5,j) 
KZN(22, (j-l)*nint+l) = flag(l6,j) 
KZN(23, (j-l)*nint+l) = fîag(l7,j) 
KZN(24, (j-l)*nint+l) = flag(18,j) 
if ((mod(j ,601 -1) .eq.O) 
KZN (13, (j -1) *nint+l) = flag (23, j ) 

continue 
CLOSE(l,STATUS='KEEP1) 

open (unit=3~,file=~/usr/peopfe/jema/smack/out/inputl.dat'~ 
"inputl.datn file to use in plotting cornparisons 
write(35,SOOO) 'tt, lxt, ' y ' ,  'zl, ' a ~ ~ , ~ a y ' , ~ a z ' , ' p ~ , I q ' , ' r ~ ,  

lpdl,~qdl,'rdt,tphi', 'the1, lpsil,lvtr,tut,lvt 
write(6,*) npts 
do 200 j = 1,npts 
do 200 j=1,1200,nint*S 

write (35,3000) thist2 (j) , (plotinput (k, j ,k=4,6) , 
(plotinput(k, j) ,k=16,18) , (plotinput(k, j) ,k=19,24) 

(plotinput(k, j) ,k=l,3) ,plotinput(l3, j) ,nvh(jJ) ,nvh(~:2) 
200 continue 

close (unit=3S) 
C npts = npts-save 

write(6,f) IINTO SMACK' 
ELSE 

write(6,*) 'BACK FROM SMACK' 
C j = l  
C DO 300 j=l,npts 
C 
* use y when there are no offsets or scale factors (use h otherwise). 



C create 

CONTINUE 

open (unit=36,fi~e=~/usr/people/jenna/smack/out/outputl.dat1~ 
Nout~utl.datw file for plotting SMACK analysis 
do 330 j = 1,npts 

write(36,3000) thist2 (j) , ( h ( k ,  j) ,k=4,6), ( h ( k ,  j) ,k=16,18), 
+ (h(k, j) ,k=19,24), (h(k, j) ,k=1,3) ,h(13# j), 
+ ( s ( k ,  j) ,k=1,2) 

3 3 O continue 
close (unit=36) 

2000 FORMAT (19 (A3,SX) ) 
3000 ~0R~AT(19(El2.5)) 
C 

END 1 F 

RETURN 
END 

C these parameters are declared in vsmack: here for reference 
CWG BLOCK DATA 
CWG IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION(A-H,O-2) 

CWG COMMON / S m /  CMK,CMF,CRD,CNfi,CMM,CMG 
CWG COMMON /CON/ RGAS,TSSL,RHOOIPI 

CWG DATA CMK,CMF,CRD/0.5144,0.304810.01745/ 
CWG DATA CNLICMMICMG/4.4482,1052.,9.807/ 
CWG DATA RGAS,TSSL,RHOO,PI/286.924,268.15,1.22S,3-14lS9265/ 

CWG END 



C F i l e :  noise. f 
C T i t l e :  Normal Distribution noise generator for mock FDR data 
C Date: 9 Dec 1999 Jenna 
C 
C 

PROGRAM NOISE 
C 

INTEGER'Q 1, NPTS 
REAL*4 A(28,4OOO), U,NOISE,ANGLE,ACCl,YAWR,AfRS 
R W * 4  ACC2,ALTfR 
CHARACTER*30 FILEIN 

C 
DATA ANGLE8ALT,ACC1/0.0115810.0680.324/ 
DATA ACC2,YAWR,AIRS/0.486710.00S7611.40/ 

WRITE (6, * )  "DATA FILE:" 
READ (5, ' (A) ' ) FILEIN 
OPEN (UNIT=~,FILE=FILEIN,FORM=~UNFORMATTED') 

C 
READ ( 8 )  NPTS 

C 
DO I=1,28 

READ(8) ( A(IIJ),J=ltNPTS) 
ENDDO 

C 
DO J=l, (NPTS-200) 

CALL NORMAL (ANGLE, R) 
A(1, J) =A(l, J) +R 
CALL NORMAL (ANGLE, R) 
A(2, J) =A(2,3) +R 
CALL NORMAL (ANGLE, R) 
A(3, J) =A(3, J) +R 
CALL NORMAL (ALT, R) 
A(9, J) =A(9,3) +R 
CALL NORMAL (ACCI, R) 
A(1OI3)=A(1O1J)+R 
CALL NORMAL (ACCI, R) 
A(l1, J) = A ( l l ,  J) +R 
CALL NORMAL (ACCZ , R) 
A(12, J)=A(12,J)+R 
CALL NORMAL ( YAWR , R ) 
A(lS,J)=A(lS,J)+R 
CALL NORMAL (AIRS, R) 
A(19, J) =A(lS, J)+R 

ENDDO 
C 

0PEN(UN1T=9,F1LE='DSNN01SE.DAT1,F0RM='üNF0RMATTED~~ 
WRITE (9) NPTS 
DO L=1,28 

WRITE(9) ( A ( 1 ,  JI, J=l,NPTS) 
ENDDO 

C 
END 

C 



NO= DISTRIBUTED RANDOM NUMBER GENERATING MODULE 
NORMAL will generate normally distributed random numbers 
with mean O and desired standard deviation, STDEV 
R - Gaussian variate 
U - uniformaly distributed variate  
STDEV - standard deviation of Gaussian distribution 

SUBROUTINE NORMAL ( STDEV, R) 
REAL*4 R,U,STDEV,SUM 
INTEGER 1 

RANDOM NUMBER GENERATING MODULE 
UNIFORM w i l l  generate uniformly distributed random numbers 
from O to +1. W i l l  generate 2 * * 2 9  ( 5 3 6 , 8 7 0 , 9 1 2 1  random 
numbers before repeating, or 60 random numbers per second 
for 103 days before repeating. 
R - real valued random number where R is in [0,1) 

SUBROUTINE UNIFORM (U) 
REALX4 U 
INTEGER N/ 5 1 / 

RETURN 
END 



Appendix C: 

FDR Variable Lists from Reference [8] 



Large Aeroplanes 

(1-17 5 7000 up to 27 000 kg 1-32 over 27 000 kg) 

Minimum 
resolution 
in read 
out 

-- 

Accuracy 
Lirnits (sensor 
input compared 
to FDR read 
out) 

Range Sampling 
( 4  

Remarks 

24 hrs +/- 0.125% per 
hour 

1 second 

Pressure 
Alt 

lk t  (0.5 
recomrnen 
4 

Ind. 
Airs peed 

50kt (min value) to 
rnax Vso 

max Vso to 1.2VD 
360 deg 
-3g to +6 g 

+/- 2 deg 
+/- 1% max 
range excluding 
datum error of 
+/- 5% 

0.5 deg 
0.004g 

Heading 
Normal 
Acc 

res. may be 
0.01g 

+/- 75 deg pi tch 
Attitude 

+/- 2 deg 0.5 deg 

0.5 deg +/-180 deg 
Descre tes 

+/- 2 deg 
Manual 
Radio 
Transmiss 
ion 
Keying 
Propulsiv 
e 

Full Range Each 
engine 
each 
second 

Each 
lever 
each 
second 

0.2% of 
full range 

each 
engine Full Range +/- 2% or 

sufficient to 
determine any 
gated position 

2% of full 
range 

Cockpit 

wer lever 
position 
Trailing Full range or each 

discrete position 
+/- 3 deg 0.5% of 

full range 
can al temate 
both 
readings 

edge flap 
or cockpit 
control 



selection 
leading 
edge 
thrust 
reverse 
status 

turbo-jet - stowed, 
in transit and 
reverse 
turbo-prop - 
reverse 

each 
reverser 
each sec 

Ground 
Spoiler 
position 
and/ or 
speed 
brake 
selection 

Full range or each 
descrete position full range 

-5OdegC to +90deg 
C or available 
sensor range 

total or 
outside air 
tempera tu 
re 
Au topilot 
/Au tothro 
ttle/AFîS 
mode and 
engageme 
nt status 

discretes 

0.004g may be 0.01 g 
for al1 but 

+/- 1.5% of max 
range exluding 

Lon 
(bo< 

5 ACC 
.y axis 

a datum error 
of +/-5% 
same 
+/- 2 deg 

1 every 4 
1 seconds 

Iateral acc 
primary 
flight 
controls - 
conttol 
surface 
positions 
and/ or 
pilot input 

Full range 
full range 

pi tch axis 
roll axis 
vaw axis 

0.3% of 
full range 

pitc 
DOS 

n trim 
tion 





gear or 
gear 
sekctor 
p s i  ton 

Large Helicopters (over 7 000 kg? 10 hrs 2 700 to 7 000) 

Time 24 hrs 0.125% uer hour 1 second 
I 

same as plane Pressure 
ali 

same as plane 

Ind 
Airs~eed 

as installed 

Heading same as plane same as 
plane 
s m e  as 
plane 

same as plane 

Normal 
acc 

same as plane same as plane 
plane 1 plane 

same as 
plane 
until 9 

0.2% of 
full range 

power on Full Range Each 
engine 
each 
second 

Each 
control 
each 
second 

each 
engine 

Free 
power 
turbine 
speed 
(M.') 

Engine 
Torque 

Cockpit 
Power 
Control 
Position 

Full Range 

Full range or each 
discrete position 

2% of full 
range 

1 with non- 

Only 
required for 
helicopters 

full range 
Main 
rotor 
speed 

Rotor 
brake 

50 to 130% 

Discrete 

Full range 

where 
available 

Primary 
flight 



-- - 

controls - 
pilot input 
and/ or 
control 
output 
position 

collective 
pitch 

long. 
cyclic 
pi tch 

lateral 
cyclic 
pitch 

tail rotor 
pedal 

controllab 
Ie 
stabilator 

hydraulic 
section 
hydraulics 
low 
Dressure 
outside air 
t e m ~  
AFCS 
mode and 
engageme 
nt status 
stability 
augmenta 
tion 
system 
engageme 
nt 
main 
gearbox 
oil 
pressure 

discrete 

discre tes 

same as plane 

discretes 

discrete 

--  - 

as installed 

range 



main I I I 
gearbox 
oil temp 

cert. load 

yaw rate 
indicated 
sling load 
force 
long acc 
tat acc 1 same as ulane al1 1 1 
radio 1 -20 to 2500 ft I l 1 same as plane 

+/- 400 deg/sec 
0-200% max 
certified load 

same as plane al1 

0.25 
0.5 

altitude 
vertical 

+/- 1% 
3% 

same as plane al1 
beam dev 
horizontal 

wamings 
landing 

same as plane al1 
beam dev 
marker 
beacon 

gear or 
gear 
selector 
~osition 

same as plane al1 

Re1 time same as large 
plane 

counter 
increments 
every 4 sec 
of system op 

1 1 count 

pressure 
ait 

same as large 

/ 3 ( ind 1 2kt below 
275 KIAS 
otherwise 
1% of full 
range 
ldeg 

+/-5% or +/- 10 
kt whichever 
greater 

airspeed 

same as large 
plane 

same as 
large 
plane 
same as 
plane 

+/-û.2g in 
addition to a 
rnax offset of 
+/4.3g 

rounded to 
0.03g 

same as plane 



+/ - 2deg 

+/- 2 deg 

0.8 deg 

0.8 deg 

pitch 
attitude 

-- 

100% usable range 

roll 
attitude 

+/- 60deg or 100% 
usable range 
lgrea ter) 

manual 
radio 
transmissi 
on keying 
propulsiv 
e 
thrust/ po 
wer on 
each 
engine 

each 
engine 
each 
second 

1 % of full 
range 

full range 

2% of full 
range each 

lever 
each sec 

cockpit 
thrust/ po 
wer lever 
position 

1% full 
range 

trailing 
edge flap 
or cockpit 
con trol 
selec tion 

full range +/- 3 deg 

same as above same as 
above 

leading same as above 
edge 
thnist same as large 

plane reverse 
status 
ground 
spoiler 

same as large 
plane 

same as large 
plane 

1% of fuIl 
range large 

plane 
4 total or 

ou tside air 
t e m ~  

same as large 
plane 

same as large 
plane al1 
-20 to +40 deg or +/- 2 deg angle of 

a ttack available 
long. acc same as large 

plane al1 

Small Helico pters 



iame as large 
Aane 

1 sec l 

pressure 
alt 
ind 

iame as large 
dane 
5% or 10 kt, as installed 

airspeed 
heading 
normal 

jrea ter 
5 deg 
;ame as small 

ldeg 
same as 
smalI 
plane 

p..- - . 

same as large 
plane acc 

same as small 
plane until9 
full range 

pitch 
attitude 

1% of full 
range 

Power on 
each 
engine 

each 
engine 
each 
secone 

each 
control 
each sec 

rnax range 
power 
turbine 
speed 

max range 
engine 
torque 

2% of full 
range 

full range 
cockpit 
power 
control 
~ o s i  tion 

1% fui1 
range 

main 
rotor 
speed 

rotor 
bra ke 

max range 

discrete 

1% full 
range 

- 

same as large 
helicopter 

same as 
large 
helicopte 
r 

same as large 
helicopter 

primary 
etc 

wamings 
outside 
air temp 

2 deg C 

autopilot 
engage 
status 



1 15 1 stability 1 

EUROCAE - The European organisation for civil aviation equipment 
Minimum Operational Performaie Swfication far Plight Data Rccordcr Systcms 
ED-55 May 1990 

"means shatl be provided to enable the recording made by the flight data recorder to be 
accurately synchronised in time with the recording made by the cockpit voice recorder" 




